AssetControlOne
If every time you consider the asset inventory control, you feel a big
headache, then AssetControlOne may be the answer for you!
e-Motion invested all its experience in designing a clear, user friendly,
intuitive interface Asset-Control program where you can count your
goods, record the locations and status, re-label on site, and most
powerful, associate on-the-fly a serial number to a previously
unidentified item.
AssetControlOne provides you, in a single touch, with a
report showing controlled items or, on the contrary, missing
goods and when/where was the last checking…
With AssetControlOne, doing an inventory control becomes
easier and much faster than anything before.
Advanced users can appreciate its flexibility to integrate
with sophisticated Asset Management programs. Data are
stored in a MS SQL database. Data may be exchanged either
through flat text files or within an integrated backend.
AssetControlOne takes now advantage of stateof-the-art RF tags providing even easier control
procedures reducing asset manipulation…
AssetControlOne has a Monitor allowing data
manipulation and basic reports:
- adding items, assets, locations
- generating quick (customized) reports
- integrating (import/export) data exchange
- …
For users who wish to run a stand-alone application
that provides, next to the inventory control,
acquisition, depreciation, disposal and maintenance
follow-up, AssetControlOne is fully integrated with
PIMS Fixed-Assets program, an easy yet powerful
program dedicated to assets management.

Features Summary







Accepts Countable items and Specimens
Allocates Department, Location and User to
each Asset
Records Status, Date and Manufacturer Serial
Number
Allows the creation of new assets during the
inventory
Allows a direct reprint of a (missing or
damaged) label
Generates a report by location of the
controlled items or the unmatched items

Backend (Optional)



AssetContolOne Monitor is a basic tool to display raw data coming from the handheld
devices, generate customized reports, and exchange data with the Asset Management
Program.
PIMS Fixed Assets is a comprehensive module that manages easily and efficiently the
assets including the acquisition, inventory, depreciation and disposal.
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